Abstract
Introduction
The structure-from-motion problem -recovering object shape and camera motion from a sequence of images -is a core computer vision concern that has been studied extensively [ l , 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, lo]. Tomasi and Kanade [9] developed an innovative factorization method, based on singular value decomposition (SVD), to recover shape and motion from extended image sequences under the assumption of orthographic projection. This method is direct in that it avoids computing the location of surface points relative to the camera frame, instead computing their location relative to an object frame. Thus shape is computed without first determining depth. While this approach generally produces robust and accurate results, it is not readily applicable to real-time applications because shape and motion can be determined only after points in a sequence of image frames have been tracked. The key SVD procedure of the method has complexity O(FP'), given P feature points tracked over a sequence of F image frames. Moreover, the method requires storage of a 2F x P measurement matrix (its size therefore increasing with the number of frames) prior to computation of structure from motion. Morita and Kanade [7] subsequently dkveloped a sequential factorization method that enables shape and motion to be updated at every frame. The cost of computing the critical shape space is O(P') per frame. Additionally, a P x P covariance matrix is updated as part of the processing of each frame.
The method presented in this work estimates the shape space within a mean square errors (MSE) minimization framework. A recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is developed for the MSE minimization which uses as input the coordinates of feature points at each image frame.
Shape space is computed with complexity O ( P ) per frame.
The method proceeds without computing and storing any large matrices. The algorithm's low computational complexity and good performance make it suitable for real-time applications.
Review
We first describe elements of the approach of Tomasi and Kanade [9] . Assume that P points are tracked through F image frames. Let (xij, yij) denote the coordinates of the j-th image point in the i-th frame. Assume that, for any given frame, each image point is expressed with respect to an image coordinate system having origin at the centroid of all of the points depicted in the frame.
The input to the method is then the 2F x P measurement matrix, W , given by Here, each column of W stores the image trajectory of one feature point over the whole sequence, while each row stores either the 2-or y-coordinates of the P points in one of the frames.
Assume that the origin of the world coordinate system resides at the object centroid. Object shape may then be represented by the 3 x P matrix where s j describes the location of an object point (corresponding to the j-th image point) expressed with respect to the world coordinate system. Camera rotation over the sequence of F frames may be characterized by the 2 F x 3 matrix (3) Here, i k andjk are unit, orthogonal 3-vectors specifying the orientation in the world coordinate system of the 2-and yaxes, respectively, of image frame k. It then emerges that the equation
holds under orthographic projection. The rank theorem [9] then states that, in the absence of noise, the rank of W is at most 3, and that, in the presence of noise, the rank of W is approximately 3. The implication of this theorem is that camera rotation and object shape can be robustly recovered via a special factorization of W .
Assume 2F 2 P . Matrix W E R 7 F x P may be decomposed using SVD to obtain W = 0 1 E 0 2 , where 0 1 E R 3 F x P has orthonormal columns, 0 2 E R P x p is an orthogonal matrix, However, R will in general fail to correspond to an image sequence rotation matrix composed of unit, orthogonal pairs of vectors. Accordingly, we note that there is a determinable, non-singular, 3 x 3 linear transformation matrix A such that (9) where R = R A is rendered a proper image sequence rotation matrix (see [9] for details of the metric constraints). The sought-after shape matrix is then S = A-lS.
Shape space is defined as the row space of S. Inspection of eq. (4) shows that, without noise, the shape space is equivalent to the row space of W . If noise exists, eq. (9) shows that the shape space is equivalent to the row space of W (the best rank-3 estimate of W). Given that eq. (5) also reveals that the columns of V span the row space of W , we may infer that the columns of V provide an orthogonal basis for the shape space. The original factorization method readily obtains this basis via SVD.
Morita and Kanade [7] transformed the factorization approach from a batch method to a sequential update method. Under their scheme, shape space is updated with each incoming frame via a power iteration method [4] . Shape and motion are then immediately determinable from the estimated shape space. The method proposed in this paper also updates the shape space frame-by-frame. However, it proves to be a more computationally and storage efficient recursive approach. w = R A A -~S = ns,
MSE Formulation of Shape Space
Prior to presenting a new recursive scheme, we first formulate a cost function which attains a global minimum at the desired shape space. Let
represent the x , y vectors of the k-th frame, and
represent the measurement matrix formed by the first k frames. Define the correlation matrices Ck E RpXp, for k = 1 , 2 , . . . , F , to be where U, V are the first three columns of 01, OS, respectively, and E' = diug(o1, U?, us). We would now like to factorize W so as to obtain estimates of the shape and rotation matrices defined in eqs. (2) 
where E { } denotes expectation.
If the rank-3 SVD estimate of Wk is
where Uk E EXzkx3 and Vk E E R p x 3 have orthonormal columns, and Xk = diag(akl,uk~,uk3), then the best rank-3 estimate of Ck is
-1
e k = -w,Twk k = vky;)v:.
Eq. (14) reveals that the columns of Vk coincide with the first three principal eigenvectors of Ck. We know from the last section that the columns of Vk span the shape space. It may then be inferred that the shape space can be obtained by computing the rank-3 principal subspace of C k .
If the columns of a matrix Q E E t p x 3 are an orthonormal basis of the shape space, then QQT represents the orthogonal projection matrix of the shape space, whereas I -QQT represents its orthogonal complement. Any P x 1 vectors xk, yk can each be decomposed into two components, viz:
Here, the first component is the orthogonal projection onto the shape space, while the second component is the projection onto the orthogonal complement space [4] . If xk, yk are ideal, noise-free measurements, they will be wholly contained within the shape space, and their second components will be zero. If in contrast xk, yk are corrupted with noise, as is inevitable in practice, they will in general not be wholly contained within the shape space, having second components unequal to zero. A natural optimization procedure is thus to seek a matrix Q which minimizes in some sense the magnitude of the associated second components. This suggests that the following MSE cost function be minimized:
where tr denotes trace. It is shown in [ attains the global minimum, while all the other stationary points of JMSE(Q) are saddle points.
Thus by minimizing J M S E ( Q ) ,
we can obtain an orthonormal basis (the three columns of Q) of the shape space.
Recursive Computation of Shape Space
In this section we develop a recursive least squares scheme for estimating the shape space at frame k given the shape space at frame k -1 and the incoming data xk, yk. Let 
Noting that verify (27)
The RLS scheme is now given by:
Initialization:
Po = SI3 (6 is a small positive number) Qo E R p x 3 with orthonormal columns
Update equations:
The initial values PO, QO should be set carefully (51. Since the covariance matrix of f i k is positive definite, Po should be set to some symmetric positive definite matrix, for example SI3. QO should have orthonormal columns, a simple choice being the first three columns of the P x P identity matrix.
Clearly, the updating of Q k requires only O ( P ) operations, while classical subspace computation algorithms like the orthogonal iteration method normally need O ( P 2 ) operations.
After the shape space Q k is computed, the camera orientation vectors (up to a linear transformation) are given by The true object shape S k and camera orientation vectors i k , j k are then computed in the same way as in the sequential factorization method. See [7] for details. An object was represented by 100 random points within a cube of predetermined size. The distance of the object centroid from the camera was chosen to be 20 times the side of the cube and was kept fixed throughout the sequence. Camera rotation was specified as given in Figure 1 and the object was translated so that its centroid projected on to the principal point of each frame.
A sequence of 140 images was generated by projecting the object points onto 512 x 512 pixel image planes with sub-pixel accuracy using a perspective camera model. The (fixed) focal length was chosen so as to yield good coverage of image points across the image planes. Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 2 pixels was added to all points in all frames.
Shape space estimation error was defined as the subspace distance between the estimated and the true shape spaces. Figure 2 shows typical convergences for each of the three methods. The methods perform similarly, with shape space being estimated reasonably accurately within 40 frames.
Shape error was defined as the root-mean-square of the distance between the recovered shape and the true shape, divided by the object size. Figure 3 again shows a typical convergence for each of the methods, with accurate estimates of shape being obtained within 40 frames.
Camera rotation errors were defined as the difference between the estimated and the true values for roll, pitch and yaw, and are shown in Figure 4 . The errors lor each of the methods settle quickly to within 1 degree.
Real Images
In order to test the accuracy and applicability of the recursive method, a sequence of 120 real images of a grid was acquired using a Pulnix TM-1000 progressive scan camera. A total of 141 feature points were detected and tracked using a corner detector with sub-pixel accuracy. Figure 5 shows the first image of the sequence. In acquiring the sequence, the camera was rotated by hand around the scene. A stream of 120 frames was grabbed at a rate of 15 frames per second.
Application of the recursive method yields a good 3D reconstruction as indicated in Figures 6, 7 and 8. The coplanarity of points is well preserved.
Conclusion 5. Experiments

Synthetic Data
We now describe the synthetic tests used to compare the performance of the recursive method with that of the original and sequential factorization methods.
We have proposed a new recursive update scheme for estimating object shape and camera motion from a stream of images. Its key advantage over the original and sequential factorization methods is that it significantly reduces the shape space updating cost to O( P ) , while maintaining similar accuracy and robustness. 
